
 

Small Business, 
Big Opportunity.
Grow your way, with Afterpay.
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From florists to fashion brands, hair salons 
to homeware retailers, more than 60,000 
businesses across Australia trust Afterpay 
to help grow their business.

For some merchants, Afterpay is a new revenue stream, 

delivering higher average order values and increased sales; 

for others it’s a much-needed marketing channel, connecting 

them to new audiences through the Shop Directory and 

events such as Afterpay Day and Support Small, at a time 

when social media is becoming increasingly competitive.

For all merchants, Afterpay offers reduced fraud risk, lower 

return rates and a customer-first payments solution, where 

merchants do not incur costs until they begin realising sales.

In 2021, Afterpay was also a revenue driver for businesses, 

helping many navigate a turbulent and unpredictable year.  

In fact, an Accenture report found that around 90% of 

Afterpay sales are new sales and partnering with Afterpay 

creates several cost efficiencies for Australian businesses.

Keep reading to find out more about the benefits of Afterpay, 

and hear from merchants who have grown their businesses 

with the help of Afterpay.

We hope you find the report useful in better understanding 

the mindset, hopes and fears of the Next Gen Aussie 

consumer during this historic point in time.  
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Retail restrictions. Border closures. Shipping delays, 

supply chain issues and stock stockages... Few 

things came easily for Australian merchants in 2021.

Throughout all these challenges, Afterpay helped 

small to medium sized Australian businesses (SMBs) 

generate new revenue during a difficult year. In 

fact, the average merchant sees a 7.7x return on 

investment when partnering with Afterpay.

Benefits - broken down
Afterpay generates increased revenue for SMBs, 

with around 90% of Afterpay sales being new 

sales. The remainder of the benefits for SMBs are 

comprised of significant cost efficiencies.

These include a lower customer acquisition cost 

– thanks to Afterpay’s Shop Directory which refers 

millions of shoppers to Afterpay businesses every 

year – as well as reduced fraud costs (for which 

Afterpay takes liability) and lower return rates,  

as well as co-marketing initiatives.

7.7x
return on investment
for SMBs in 2021

Afterpay delivered a
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Inside the rise of Brisbane fitness brand Active Truth, 
and how Afterpay helps drive new customers.

How two mothers launched a 
multimillion-dollar activewear brand.

Active Truth launched in 2016 with little more than 

a homemade website and a plastic tub containing 

100 pairs of exercise tights. 

Just five years later, the vibrant activewear brand 

has 17 staff, 250,000 customers and in 2021 opened 

its first temporary bricks-and-mortar space in 

Brisbane.

“The step up into our first physical store  
was such a moment for Stevie and I,”  
says Nadia Tucker, who co-founded  

the business with Stevie Angel.

The friends and mothers came up with the idea 

for Active Truth while chatting on one of many long 

walks with their prams in 2015. At the time, both 

women felt frustrated by the activewear on offer, 

which seemed aimed at women with model-thin 

proportions. “The average Australian woman  

is a size 16,” Tucker points out.

Active Truth took on Afterpay shortly after 

launching. “We were early adopters,” says Tucker, 

who notes that 50 per cent of Active Truth’s 

customers have used Afterpay,

Today, the brand works closely with their Afterpay 

relationship manager. “She has helped us identify 

opportunities and brainstorm ideas for upcoming 

product launches and sale events.”

Tucker says that another key benefit of working 

with Afterpay is customer acquisition. Active 

Truth receives 10,000 referrals from Afterpay’s 

Shop Directory each year, and also takes part in 

Afterpay Day which exposes the brand to new 

customers. “The combination of the sale event 

and instalment payments provide more online 

shoppers with the opportunity to try our products 

for the first time. Having been served a seamless 

and positive experience, they are more likely to 

convert to loyalists.”

Active Truth has also joined Afterpay’s Cross-

Border Trade programme, which allows them 

to sell their products to customers in Canada, 

the UK and NZ without investing in complicated 

international set-ups. “Our experience with Afterpay 

has been nothing but positive,” says Tucker.
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Afterpay helps  
send sales soaring
Afterpay works with a wide range of merchants – from 

hairdressers to hatmakers, electronics suppliers to ethical 

fashion brands – but most business owners share two business 

goals: driving up sales and increasing average order value.

Afterpay can help merchants do both.

According to an Accenture study, the average 
Australian SMB merchant sees a 13% uplift in revenue 
by partnering with Afterpay, which equates to around 
$32,000 in new revenue annually.

That’s largely thanks to larger basket sizes and exposure to 

new customers. Better conversion rates at checkout, as well as 

higher repeat purchasing rates are other contributing factors.
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How this skate-wear brand 
rode out the pandemic.

 Signing up to Afterpay helped  
New Zealand’s Empire Skate and Street 

survive – and thrive – during Covid-19

Afterpay was a 
sales boost during 

a stressful time

That decision delivered a 15 per cent lift in average order value, with 

Afterpay customers spending 25 per cent more than customers using other 

payment methods.

“Afterpay has helped retain customers, with an increase in repeat customers 

using the payment method.” explains Wells.

Afterpay has also delivered more than 29,000 referrals from its Shop 

Directory to Empire Skate and Street. “When we have new collections, 

promotions and sales it’s great that we have Afterpay to help. They make 

it simple, too. I provide some web imagery and fill in a short form with the 

details, and it’s sorted.”

Skateboard and streetwear label Empire Skate and Street has always 
had a loyal customer base. But when COVID-19 hit New Zealand in 

March 2020, founder and director Matt Wells admits he was worried.

“There was definitely a possibility that things could turn 
south pretty quickly,” he says.

The first week into a two-month-long lockdown did little to boost his 

confidence, a period Matt recalls as a deep dive into the unknown. “There 

was an initial drop off in sales in the first few days of the pandemic, and 

having the store closed definitely hurt,” he says of Empire Skate’s bricks-

and-mortar store in Lower Hutt, near Wellington. “But the hard work that 

we had put into our online business really paid off.”

Empire Skate’s digital marketing specialist Mike Steele kept a calm head 

while formulating growth strategies from home – and soon realised that 

the store’s young demographic was happy to shop online.

To drive up engagement and sales, Empire Skate held a ‘design a 

skateboard deck’ competition online – and also enabled Afterpay on its 

e-commerce site. S
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Meet the bush 
jewellery brand 
that means 
business.
Peggy & Twig is a jewellery brand 
based in a tiny town of NSW. Founder 
Emily Burton explains how Afterpay 
has helped the business grow.

For proof that successful fashion businesses aren’t 

always based in glittering city locations, look no 

further than jewellery brand Peggy & Twig.

Founder Emily Burton runs Peggy & Twig, which sells 

pearl necklaces and earrings, from a remote farm 

near Trangie, a tiny town of just 1000 in rural NSW. But 

that hasn’t stopped her jewellery being featured in the 

pages of Vogue, and her brand attracting more than 

20,000 followers on social media.

This success is a long way from the brand’s humble 

beginnings, with Burton explaining that she originally 

saw Peggy & Twig as a side-hustle: a creative outlet 

to complement her career as a teacher.

But when social initiative Buy from the Bush featured 

Peggy & Twig on its social media page in 2019, and 

orders came flooding in, Burton quickly realised she 

might have more than a side hustle on her hands.

“I made my whole annual teaching salary in two 

months,” she recalls. “I thought maybe it was a  

one-off, and in 2020 I went back to a full-time teaching 

position in Orange. But I resigned a month into the  

year because it kept going so well.”

Burton experienced another boost to her business 

when she signed up to Afterpay, and there was a jump 

in orders for her higher-priced pieces (which range 

from $60 to $600).

“I could tell that people were reluctant to go for  

the nine-carat gold earrings over the $150 version, 

but once they had the option to pay in instalments 

there was a big uptake. I also noticed more group 

purchases by brides, who might buy four pairs of 

earrings for their bridesmaids and one for  

themselves, and around Christmas.”

Burton believes Afterpay is “expected” by online 

consumers and that the platform has helped attract 

new customers. 

In addition, she adds “you don’t pay fees until you  

start seeing those sales. It’s a no-brainer. And setting  

it all up was really easy.”

Burton credits Peggy & Twig’s success to the enduring 

appeal of pearls. “Pearls transcend generations. You 

have girls wearing them to Year 10 formals and women 

who are 90 wearing them. They’re classic and timeless 

and there’s something really special about them.”

And with consistent year-on-year growth, as well as 

18 stockists as well as her e-commerce site, she has 

big plans for the brand, including opening a workroom 

and store in Trangie. “I feel like I’ve never worked 

harder but I’ve never been more satisfied.”

I’m certain that I’ve 
been able to access 
sales via Afterpay 
that I otherwise 
wouldn’t have.
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How ClassBento delivers 
mindfulness to masses.
Inside the fast-growing platform offering classes and workshops.

It was in 2016 that John Tabari first started taking mental 
health seriously.

At the time, he was working at The ICONIC - one of 
Australia’s fastest growing start-ups - and noticed that his 
team was struggling with burnout. It was that year, too, that 
Tabari became a father - introducing him to a whole new 
world of sleep deprivation - and also watched his beloved 
grandmother grapple with dementia.

“Mental health became highlighted in a way that it 

never had been before in my life,” he recalls. 

To support his team and encourage mindfulness, Tabari 

began organising arts and crafts workshops. “As I was 
organising these workshops, I realised that classes 
aren’t always on a good time, and great teachers aren’t 
always great marketers - so all this made me realise 
there was a way to make great, fun, exciting workshops 
more accessible [and] to ultimately make mindfulness 
more accessible as people immerse themselves.”

And, with that, the seeds for ClassBento, an online 
marketplace offering workshops, classes and 
experiences, were sown. 

Fast forward six years and ClassBento - named after 
Japanese Bento boxes, which encourage diners to 
try new things - offers 10,000 classes, ranging from 
calligraphy to flower-arranging. The business has 300 
per cent year-on-year revenue growth and has begun 
expanding into the US and UK.

“At The ICONIC, working alongside my co-founder 
Iain Wang, we got a taste for high-growth start-ups - 
we saw the good and the bad - and just how it could 
really disrupt an industry.”

At the heart of ClassBento’s success is the teachers 
and small business owners who run classes and 
workshops. During the pandemic ClassBento 
launched a new platform to help teachers send kits to 
their students and hold interactive Zoom workshops, 
and Tabari says he received countless messages 

from small business owners, who were able to pay 
their bills and leases during lockdown because of 
ClassBento. “It was the best thing.”

ClassBento began offering Afterpay early on, and 
Tabari says that it has played an important role in the 
business’ growth, says Tabari. “Afterpay has given 
us the solution to help people do something creative 
at a price that works for them in the way they want 
to pay,” Tabari says. “Classes are $80 and up, which 
is a lot compared to going to the cinema, so the split 
payments really help.”

From the beginning, Tabari and Wang were 
determined not to discount, and instead chose to offer 
Afterpay as a way to make classes and workshops 
more accessible.  “We particularly noticed an uptake 
with Millennials, because it’s the natural fit for their 
careers and a stage when they’re really needing to 
get into mindfulness - and Afterpay has made it easier 
for them to do that with us.” S
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Reduced risk
Running a business often means taking risks. But that 

shouldn’t include taking on customers’ financial risks.

Afterpay looks after all customer risk so business owners 

can focus on what they do best – running their business.

Reduced return rates 
with Afterpay.
In the wake of the pandemic, e-commerce sales have exploded,  

but a new issue is emerging just as fast: online returns.

For retailers, dealing with returned unwanted merchandise is costly  

and time-consuming, and often requires staff to check products  

for faults, repackage them and then re-sell them. High return rates  

are also environmentally unsustainable.

With dedicated in-house security and risk teams,  

100% fraud coverage, and first-class risk data and 

service functionality, Afterpay has made protecting 

merchants from fraud and non-payment a priority.Partnering with Afterpay is one way to reduce return rates. 
Data from AlphaBeta shows that consumers who shop 
with Afterpay are less likely to return products.

For the average Australian retailer, purchase return rates are between 9-20% 

of purchases. Afterpay return rates are much lower, at 2-6% of purchases.

Why? Consumer surveys and interviews with merchants have found that 

many customers use Afterpay as a budgeting tool and are therefore more 

committed to their purchases. Afterpay’s stringent approval process, which 

rejects one-quarter of applicants, also eliminates customers who are more 

likely to return products. Meanwhile, nearly 90% of Afterpay accounts are 

linked to debit cards, whereas credit cards tend to be associated with high 

return rates. Lastly, unlike other buy-now-pay-later services, Afterpay does 

not actively encourage try-before-you-buy. S
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Actionable insights to  
help grow your business.

For SMBs, this information can be enormously valuable.

Not only can it help business owners make smarter, data-driven 

decisions, but it can help ensure that marketing is more targeted 

and more successful. Studies have found that SMBs spend more 

money, relative to their size, on marketing compared to larger 

brands – and yet return on investment is often comparably poor.

That’s why Afterpay invests in producing insights and reports aimed at helping 

SMBs grow their business. In the past year alone, Afterpay has released:

-  The Next Gen Index, a new 

economic series exploring how 

consumers are spending and what 

they’re buying with a special focus 

on Millennials and Gen.

-  The Festive Forecast, which 

examined how the pandemic has 

affected holiday shopping plans, 

as well as how, when and why 

customers are likely to shop for gifts.

-  Afterpay’s annual Fashion and 

Beauty Trends report, which looked 

at key trends and shopping patterns.

-  Lockdown Liberation Study, a look 

into how Next Gen consumers are 

feeling as Covid-19 restrictions 

ease as well as their hopes and 

dreams for a post lockdown world. 

With more than more than 16 million 
customers worldwide and nearly  
100,000 merchants, Afterpay has  
access to a wealth of data when it comes 
to customers and purchasing decisions.

Afterpay iQ

Afterpay is also currently rolling out Afterpay iQ,  

which offers merchants deeper insights into their own  

data, including information on their top customer personas  

to real-time data and easy-to-understand visualisations.

Afterpay iQ also leverages artificial intelligence to offer 

recommendations and suggestions for targeting customers.
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 The COVID-19 outbreak has already imposed unprecedented 

challenges on small retail businesses. We’ve seen small 

businesses innovate and show incredible resilience, 

including starting or expanding online offerings; click and 

collect options; activating online shopping and exploring the 

takeaway and delivery options that are available.

Historically, while some small businesses have mastered 

analysis of their consumers, most have become adept at 

storing and collecting data but are yet to master the analysis 

and use of that data. And while the skill set we once looked 

for in retail was high emotional intelligence, it’s increasingly 

becoming much more evidence-based and scientific.

To help small businesses as they adapt to this new 

environment the Australian Retailers Association (ARA) has 

worked with Afterpay on the Next Gen Index, to create an 

online dashboard that breaks down spending trends across 

categories, demographics and location.

The index shows how the spending habits of younger 

Australians has shifted throughout the pandemic, from 

increased spending on household goods in the latter part of 

2020, to more purchases on recreation and experiences in 

the first half of this year before the latest lockdowns hit. Most 

promisingly, we’ve seen younger Australians in particular show 

their support for local and small businesses, accounting for 

two-thirds of Afterpay sales for these businesses nationwide.

Looking ahead

We’ve entered unchartered territory in the pandemic with Omicron 

decimating workforces and impacting supply chains. Some businesses 

have had to limit trading hours, while others have had to close stores 

altogether due to staff shortages with thousands of people being forced 

into isolation every day.

We have not seen the pandemic impact the sector on this scale and 

for the first-time retailers are having to navigate these challenges with 

reduced levels of government support compared to what was in place 

over the past two years.

Trading conditions are incredibly challenging for small businesses at the 

moment, and that’s likely to continue until daily case loads subside.

Access to timely 
consumer data and 

insights has never 
been more important 

for retailers
Paul Zahra, ARA CEO
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Afterpay DayAfterpay events 
that spike sales.

Afterpay Day

It was the bushfires of 2020, followed by the 

uncertainty of the global pandemic, that prompted 

Afterpay to launch Support Small, a year-round 

campaign aimed at amplifying small and local 

businesses.

Since then, Support Small has become  

an important way to drive awareness – 

and sales – for SMBs.

Not only has Afterpay created a dedicated Support 

Small category on the Shop Directory, so consumers 

can shop small businesses, but SMBs are regularly 

promoted organically through Afterpay’s consumer-

facing social channels and emails.

In addition to 
Support Small, 
Afterpay also  
holds Afterpay 
Day twice a 
year, offering 
SMBs another 
opportunity to 
engage customers 
and drive revenue.

Afterpay also holds regular Support Small 

weekends, to promote small and encourage 

customers to Shop with special deals, in-

person activations and promotions.

These weekends are amplified by paid media, 

with October’s Support Small weekend, for 

example, reaching more than 3m Australians. 

And these weekends drive real sales; in 

February 2021, Support Small weekend drove 

total transactions up by seven per cent, with 

top-performing merchants experiencing a 

30 per cent sales surge.  In September 2021, 

Support Small marketing drove 7635 referrals 

to SMBs. 
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Afterpay helped 
amplify my brand.

Brisbane-based dog accessories business Pablo 
& Co began as a game of dress-ups in 2016. Not for 
people, but for pups.

“I’d just got my dog, Pablo, who’s a miniature dachshund 
and I thought, there are no cool bandanas out there,” 
says the brand’s founder Loren Cunliffe. And Pablo, 
who had his own Instagram account, needed to look 
snappy for his audience. So, Loren hunted down some 
cool, colourful fabric and began making her own.

Pablo looked so dapper on social media that his 
followers (all 40,000 of them) began asking where 
they could secure their own versions. “I’d never 
overlocked before, so my mum taught me how,” 
Cunliffe says with a laugh. 

When Loren Cunliffe began making dog bandanas 
she could barely use an overlocker. Now she ships 
40,000 pet accessories around the world each year.

Within eight months, Cunliffe’s business had outgrown 
Etsy and graduated to a standalone website. Today 
Pablo & Co has six staff members, operates out of a 
700 sqm warehouse and dispatches 40,000 parcels 
to dog lovers every year. 

Afterpay has been an integral part of the Pablo & Co 
story from its early days. “When I was working for my 
mum’s [gift] store, I noticed a lot of people choosing 
Afterpay as a payment option,” Cunliffe says. “And 
I was an Afterpay customer myself, so I knew the 
benefits. I thought, why not? If people don’t want to 
spend the whole amount upfront,  why not give them 
the option to buy now and pay later? It just made sense.”

Afterpay also played a key role in one of Pablo & Co’s 

biggest business moments: a collaboration between 
the dog accessories brand and Disney in September 
2021. It helped promote the range as part of 
Afterpay’s Support Small campaign, which amplifies 
small businesses through organic and paid social 
media coverage.

“That definitely helped us reach more people,” says 
Cunliffe, who was stunned to see sales surge within 
minutes of the Disney collaboration going live. “It was 
pretty exciting. We almost sold out within 20 minutes.”

Sales from Afterpay remained strong throughout the 
next month, as Afterpay continued to promote Pablo 
& Co on its Shop Directory, which drives hundreds of 
millions of referrals to small businesses every year. 

Afterpay is so supportive  
and a great company to  
deal with. You’ve always got to 
keep your customers happy and 
Afterpay really helps us do that.
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Get rated by Good On You. 

For the past year, Afterpay has worked with ethical fashion directory 
Good On You, which rates brands according to their sustainability  
and impact.

As part of the partnership, 50 fashion merchants per year can apply 
to be independently rated by Good On You, with the costs covered by 
Afterpay. Good On You also provide guidance and information about 
how merchants can improve their rating and environmental credentials.

Partner with Thread Together. 

With 13 per cent of the population living below the poverty line, 
a growing number of Australians don’t have access to essential 
clothing. That’s why the charity Thread Together works with fashion 
retailers to donate excess stock to those who need it most, and  
why Afterpay supports their mission.

Afterpay enables customers to make a donation to Thread 
Together at checkout, and guarantees that the charity receives  
at least $400,000 a year.

Connect with conscious consumers. 

Afterpay has also harnessed the power of its Shop Directory, which 
generates hundreds of millions of referrals to merchants every year, 
to throw a spotlight on retailers with an ethical or sustainable focus.

The launch of dedicated categories for sustainable merchants or 
those with i=change functionality (where customers can donate to 
charities at checkout) means customers can now shop according 
to their values. For merchants, the ethical categories are another 
way to connect with conscious consumers.

Helping merchants 
do good business.

More than ever, Australians are looking for information about 

brands’ sustainability and ethical credentials, with a recent  

report by Afterpay, Gen Z Global Report, confirming that Gen Z,  

in particular, cares about brands’ transparency and values.

In 2021, doing good business is good for business.

That’s why Afterpay has introduced a raft of 

initiatives aimed at helping merchants meet 

customer expectations. All these partnerships help 

bring Afterpay’s ‘Do The Right Thing’ value to life.
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I love seeing  
people wear 
my designs.

Representation matters. “You can’t be what you can’t 

see,” says Tahnee Edwards, the founder of Gammin 

Threads, which offers bright, modern t-shirts and 

accessories for First Nations people and their allies.

“I love that Gammin shows off parts of our culture that 

aren’t really represented in the mainstream. There’s a lot 

of inside jokes and humour used. I often feel as though, if 

people don’t know any Blackfullas, they have this vision in 

their mind of who we all are, like all being from the desert 

or all being good at footy.”

“I stay away from themes around traditional culture as 

there’s already so many mob out there who do it really 

well. The stuff I’m creating is in a different lane,” says 

Edwards who creates pieces that combine her love of 

pop culture with her favourite examples of Aboriginal 

language.

Edwards launched Gammin Threads in 2018 after 

being inspired by that year’s NAIDOC theme ‘Because 

of her we can’, but it wasn’t until the Black Lives Matter 

movement in 2020 that the brand really took off. “Then  

I had to start treating it more like a proper business.”

That meant upgrading her website, getting serious about 

social media – and signing up to Afterpay, which was 

recommended to her by another  

Aboriginal business owner.

Today, one in four purchases with Gammin Threads 

are made using Afterpay, which has also increased the 

brand’s average order value, with customers spending 

around 18% more when using Afterpay.

Edwards admits there are challenges that come with 

being a First Nations business owner. “I’m the first one 

in my family to go to uni and the first to have a business 

like this. We don’t have intergenerational wealth or 

knowledge in this sector, but I’ve just worked it out along 

the way. 

“Being mob, it’s a real collective society, so sometimes it 

feels as though running a business goes against how we 

are as a community. Even last year, as I started getting 

more [social media] followers and more orders, I was still 

fighting with Imposter Syndrome.”

But Edwards loves the thrill of seeing people wear her 

clothing. “I love that people connect with it and I love 

seeing people really strong and empowered wearing 

one of my designs.

She’s positive about the future of Indigenous business, 

too. “I don’t think that five or ten years ago there would 

have been a market for [Gammin Threads]. But there’s so 

much support for First Nations business now.”

Gammin Threads’ Tahnee Edwards on 
launching a First Nations fashion business.

There’s so much support for 
First Nations business now.
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Edit Collection with Australian 
Fashion Council and Vicinity Centres.

Afterpay, Vicinity Centres and the Australian 
Fashion Council (AFC), have partnered to 
launch Edit Collection, the ‘concept store of 
the future.’ This experiential retail space will 
host four of Australia’s top emerging brands, 
leveraging new technologies to drive omni-
channel strategies that truly take advantage 
of physical retailing. 

Bondi Born, My General Store, First Nations Fashion 

& Design collective and Esse Studios, were 

selected for Edit Collection based on the criteria of 

sustainability, mindful creativity, innovation, diversity 

and inclusivity, as well as their ability to celebrate 

Australian fashion and culture. 

A trifecta effort to champion Australia’s fashion 

brands, Afterpay, Vicinity and the AFC have been 

able to provide an invaluable opportunity to four 

brands; a fully operational and retail ready store, 

complete with marketing, PR, mentoring and a host 

of new technology that leverages offline presence 

to drive brand connection and ultimately sales.

‘The pandemic has taught us that we need to 

nurture all Australian brands, particularly those who 

manufacture locally. Our industry has the potential 

to grow and evolve at a global scale and programs 

like Edit Collection are pivotal to giving home-

grown brands a leg up by removing some of the key 

barriers to bricks and mortar retail,’ says Kellie Hush, 

Acting CEO at the Australian Fashion Council. 

Further details:

Inside Retail article

Aus Fashion Council
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https://insideretail.com.au/business/afc-afterpay-and-vicinity-centres-team-up-to-champion-local-fashion-202106 
https://ausfashioncouncil.com/edit-collection/


When it comes to launching a 
business there’s nothing more 
valuable than great advice from 
experienced entrepreneurs.

Which is why Afterpay launched its Global Mentorship Programme  

in 2019, aimed at giving up-and-coming businesses owners the tools 

to grow, and connecting them with successful retailers and advisors.

As part of the programme, 100 Afterpay merchants were given 

organic and paid marketing exposure across Afterpay’s channels, 

from Facebook and Instagram to emails and the Afterpay Shop 

Directory. They were also offered business development sessions.

Meanwhile, the overall winner – Ben Randall of Restated Vintage – 

was awarded a $90,000 digital marketing fund and business grant, 

and the opportunity to be mentored by some of the world’s most 

successful retailers: Brian Sugar (co-founder of POPSUGAR);  

Hilton Seskin (chairman of Next Athleisure) and Paul  

Greenberg (founder of NORA network).
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Running a small business 
can be a steep learning curve.

Just because you’re an expert in your field doesn’t mean you’re 

an expert when it comes to accounting, marketing, logistics 

or social media – even though these are often skills that 

entrepreneurs and small business owners might need.

Fortunately, these topics are all covered on Afterpay Access, 

Afterpay’s one-stop shop for small business advice. As well as 

in-depth, yet accessible, articles on many aspects of starting 

a business – from how to be more sustainable to how to hire 

social media influencers – Afterapy Access also offers exclusive 

insights into the Australian retail and business landscape, thanks 

to Afterpay’s extensive data, and interviews with established 

entrepreneurs and fast-growing challenger brands.

Want to know how The Beauty Chef’s Carla Oates built a 

multimillion-dollar brand? Or what advice that the Bailey Nelson 

founders have for aspiring entrepreneurs? It’s all on Afterpay 

Access, along with insights and insider tips into the marketing 

tactics and strategic decisions that have helped other small 

business owners succeed.

Head to Afterpay Access 

to find out more, and 

ensure you’re signed up  

to the monthly newsletter.
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